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MacMall Part #: Manufacturer Part #: Integrating smart features for quick management Use it as your computer calendar, journal, diary, and junk drawer! You can set reminders for upcoming events and track your personal time. There is no need for a desktop or a tablet, just use your phone to log your tasks. TimeLine is a data collection software, your tool to record your activities. Whether you want to keep an eye on what you have done, or record
how long it took for you to finish a task, TimeLine does it. Version 1.1.18 Bug fixes for horizontal and vertical use of Timeline. Use the options to switch between 4 different interface layouts. TimeLine Description: MacMall Part #: Manufacturer Part #: Enhance productivity using full-featured features and support for 32-bit and 64-bit Windows operating systems Enhance productivity using full-featured features and support for 32-bit and 64-bit
Windows operating systems iFunia Publisher is a word processor and a publishing tool with an integrated webpage editor, a page template library, and a layout creator. Publisher Description: iFunia Publisher is a full-featured software for creating and editing word processing documents, documents with photos, and other content files. Publisher's primary goal is for creating, editing, and converting documents, and the software takes its job seriously.
You can create letters, reports, newsletters, brochures, flyers, catalogs, magazines, newsletters, posters, and other types of documents from scratch. Publisher works with different word processing documents, including text, tables, lists, and the layout creator is integrated with the word processor that makes it easy to create documents based on any type of layout. Publisher provides a seamless workflow for converting a document to PDF, making it
ready to be printed on a printer or sent via e-mail. In addition to the standard PDF format, you can export the produced document to other formats, including a table of contents, a table of contents with an index, and an index with entries in a table. Time-saving features make iFunia Publisher a perfect tool for creating simple layouts, letters, and invoices. Additional elements make it easier to design and print documents, as the software is integrated
with CMYK color separation, scaling, and text formatting, a table generator, and
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CamToPrint is a digital photo application specialized in creating various types of printable albums, calendars, collages, cards, and invitations using a set of customization tools. Working with different projects via wizards When you run the utility for the first time, you are asked to choose the type of album that you want to design. You may select between different categories, such as vertical or horizontal albums, calendars, greeting cards and
invitations, collage enlargement, and password photo. As soon as you enter a name to your project, you are given the freedom to design your album with the aid of a wizard that offers a step-by-step approach throughout the configuration process or perform manual adjustments directly in the working environment. If you opt for the easiest solution for generating personalized albums, the wizard guides into selecting the pictures you want to include in
the project via an Explorer-like layout, sort items by name or date, remove the selected images, and rotate the photos to different angles. In addition, you may pick the amount of pages, select between several layouts with or without text, and fit the layout to image (the photo is resized according to the layout). Based on the configured parameters, the utility automatically builds up the album at end of the process. Image processing tools CamToPrint
gives you the possibility to drag and drop photos directly onto the desired position in the album, rotate the pictures to different angles, go to the previous or next set of pages, zoom in or out, as well as preview the album full screen. Furthermore, you can use the drag-and-drop support for moving photos to the desired position, send objects to the back or bring them to the front, and duplicate frames. Editing features can be used for optimizing the
photos by altering the brightness, contrast and gamma. Plus, you can flip them, apply special effects (e.g. blur, ripple), display a shadow around each photo, attach user-defined text, and undo or redo your actions. Additional templates, backgrounds, borders and clipart objects can be downloaded from the official website of the utility. Last but not least, you can print the album, save it to a file for future editing adjustments, and share it with your
friends via Facebook (provided that you set up your authentication parameters). An overall efficient album creator All in all, CamToPrint integrates a decent feature pack for helping you generate personalized digital photo albums using an automatic design mode and editing adjustments.Antonia a69d392a70
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In CamToPrint, you can enjoy various basic albums including vertical and horizontal albums, calendars, greeting cards and invitations and more, all of which have been chosen and designed to meet the needs of a wide range of customers. Moreover, the tools offered by CamToPrint are plenty enough to help you to design any album of your choice. Furthermore, the software allows you to add titles and descriptions to the images and pre-design and
send them to print. With CamToPrint, you can select, sort, rotate, remove or duplicate the images you want to include in your photo album. It also offers the basic feature to include many photos into your album, which makes it convenient for digital photo editing. CamToPrint Key Features: A wide variety of photo templates You can design vertical and horizontal albums using the set of templates in CamToPrint. This application offers a range of
standard templates, such as vertical and horizontal albums, pre-designed calendars, pre-designed cards and invitations, background frames and background images, DVD covers, and postcards. Moreover, this utility can help you create your own templates through the features available in CamToPrint. Design options There are many features that make CamToPrint a useful software. You can pre-design your photo albums by adding or removing
images, backgrounds, borders and frames, clipart objects and more. Moreover, you can further edit photos before you send them to print. You can rotate the photos to various angles, apply several special effects, use blur, animations, ripple, and shadow to your photos, duplicate frames, and reorder them in your albums. Import/Export support You can add, copy, move, and delete images from your photo album. Plus, you can export photos from
CamToPrint to a PDF file, to your photo album or other photo applications. Furthermore, you can import photos from your photo album to CamToPrint. Photo albums CamToPrint has a large collection of both templates and the designs that come with these templates to choose from. Additionally, you can upload the photos you have in your computer and even your online accounts, including Facebook, Gmail, etc. Furthermore, you can choose the
amount of pages, select between several layouts with or without text, and fit the layout to photo (the photo is resized according to the layout). You can also create photo collages and add or delete photos from the collage, similar to the addition/removal of the photos in a photo

What's New in the CamToPrint?
CamToPrint is a digital photo application specialized in creating various types of printable albums, calendars, collages, cards, and invitations using a set of customization tools. Working with different projects via wizards When you run the utility for the first time, you are asked to choose the type of album that you want to design. You may select between different categories, such as vertical or horizontal albums, calendars, greeting cards and
invitations, collage enlargement, and password photo. As soon as you enter a name to your project, you are given the freedom to design your album with the aid of a wizard that offers a step-by-step approach throughout the configuration process or perform manual adjustments directly in the working environment. If you opt for the easiest solution for generating personalized albums, the wizard guides into selecting the pictures you want to include in
the project via an Explorer-like layout, sort items by name or date, remove the selected images, and rotate the photos to different angles. In addition, you may pick the amount of pages, select between several layouts with or without text, and fit the layout to image (the photo is resized according to the layout). Based on the configured parameters, the utility automatically builds up the album at end of the process. Image processing tools CamToPrint
gives you the possibility to drag and drop photos directly onto the desired position in the album, rotate the pictures to different angles, go to the previous or next set of pages, zoom in or out, as well as preview the album full screen. Furthermore, you can use the drag-and-drop support for moving photos to the desired position, send objects to the back or bring them to the front, and duplicate frames. Editing features can be used for optimizing the
photos by altering the brightness, contrast and gamma. Plus, you can flip them, apply special effects (e.g. blur, ripple), display a shadow around each photo, attach user-defined text, and undo or redo your actions. Additional templates, backgrounds, borders and clipart objects can be downloaded from the official website of the utility. Last but not least, you can print the album, save it to a file for future editing adjustments, and share it with your
friends via Facebook (provided that you set up your authentication parameters). An overall efficient album creator All in all, CamToPrint integrates a decent feature pack for helping you generate personalized digital photo albums using an automatic design mode and editing adjustments. Cam
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System Requirements:
NVIDIA 8800 / ATI 7870 / ATI 7970 4GB System RAM 2GB VRAM 12GB HDD Space 50Mbps Internet Connection Windows 7/8/8.1 NVIDIA 8800 / ATI 7870 / ATI 79704GB System RAM2GB VRAM12GB HDD Space50Mbps Internet ConnectionWindows 7/8/8.1 Setting up the game After the game installation is complete, you will be able to start playing the game within a few seconds. This procedure should be followed in order
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